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• Highly Sought After
Location

• Substantial Plot &
Accommodation

• Gated Private
Parking

• Contemporary
Open Plan Living

• Barn Conversion

• High Quality Finish



An exciting new development comprising of a pair of semi-
detatched contemporary barn conversions with open plan living

and an abundance of natural light in the highly sought after
Ainsworth.



Externally, the property offers gated off-road parking for up to
two cars.To the rear in the garden is wrap around stone patio

terrace with lawn and a hedge-lined border for privacy. 

The property is ideally located on the doorstep of a range of
popular primary and secondary schoolings including

BuryGrammar and an extensive motorway network. The M62
and M60 are only a short distance allowing for easy commutes

to Manchester City centre, Leeds and Liverpool.

A private showing is advised to appreciate what is on offer.

The accommodation in brief comprises of; entrance hall with boot
room storage and a w.c, open plan fully integrated dining kitchen with

central oversized island, living room and study space which could
also be utilised as additional dining space or a snug. The ground floor

comes complete with underfloor heating throughout.

To the first floor is the master bedroom suite complete with shower
room en-suite and views overlooking the rear garden and fields

beyond. The remaining three double bedrooms are serviced by the
luxurious four-piece family bathroom with freestanding corner bath.
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 Mill Lane, Alderley Edge, Cheshire SK9 7TY
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01625 919 079

IMPORTANT NOTICE: Maison Haus Limited, their solicitors and any joint agents give notice that: 1. They are not
authorised to make or give any representations or warranties in relation to the property either here or elsewhere, either on
their own behalf or on behalf of their client or otherwise. They assume no responsibility for any statement that may be
made in these particulars. These particulars to not form part of any offer or contract and must not be relied upon as
statements or representation of fact. 2. Any areas, measurements or distances are approximate. The text, photographs and
plans are for guidance only and are not necessarily comprehensive. It should not be assumed that the property has all
necessary planning, building regulations or other consents and Maison Haus Limited have not tested any services,
equipment or facilities. Purchasers must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise.


